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CHAPTER 1

SEQUETUS

P

olton Beel was in his conference room, with the
ships’ executives, at rendezvous point beta-sei1.
They had warped out from Sequetus space, two

hours earlier.
One of the executives was standing by the
holographic reproduction, of the Sequetus System. It
was forty-five pacs long, by fifty pacs wide, and fifteen
pacs high. The model was a three-dimensional light
semi opaque hologram, for staff to walk through,
adjusting automatically to what they called out as
needed.
It showed all the Sequetus planets, moons,
asteroids, comets, and the sun. There were also 1,976
mechanical ships, station ships and satellites in the
region. It depicted the planets as real, with their
natural colors, and proportional size. As the staff
walked through the model, it didn’t change; only the
laser light did, as it reflected off their skin and clothing,
harmlessly. The advantage of such a model was that

1

Definition: Rendezvous points: Often ships rendezvous in positions in
space, between systems, on a three dimensional grid. These points are
relatively safe. They are well away from anywhere important. They start
with alpha, beta, and cross coordinate with sei, sali, silo and so on. Beta-sei
isn’t far from the Sequetus System. ◄Return
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computers could shrink or blow up any part or detail,
depending on what was needed.
Beel was walking over to the planet Earth; so his
executives followed. The planet grew on size, around
them, as well as its two moons and asteroid satellite.

Earth and one of its moons

“What I don’t understand, is why this planet
doesn’t have the full attention of the satellites and
ships, around it.”
His second-officer looked at Beel. “Yes sir; the two
main regions of interest with these machines, are the
moon of Earth – its original moon, and Sequetus 2,
locally referred to, as Venus.”
Beel nodded. The model expanded, in scale. The
Earth, its moons, and Venus expanded, to take up the
entire area of the model. Beel walked around Earth,
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and then looked at the original moon. He walked to the
moon, and it expanded. He carefully looked at the
mining dumps, and the excavations. The hologram was
very detailed. The mapping of the system cost seven
of his crew, their lives. The Sequetus System seemed
heavy with activity.
Beel could almost put his hand around the moon,
caressing it. “These dumps appear large, and they are
by hollows, either excavations or craters. These hollows
appear deep, and these here, look like dumping belts,
and machines.”
Another staff member came over. “We never
really found out, what it was on the surface, which
appear to be mines.” He walked across, to the other
side of the moon. “There are at least a hundred
orbiting platforms, around this other lunar satellite. I
don’t know what it is made from. There appears to be
part of a large machine here, recorded as stuck in
space, out from the moon. Our recording craft was
destroyed, before it could get the real identity, of what
it was recording. Thus, we only have it partly imaged,
here.”
The same staff member walked over, to the orbit
of Venus. The size of the moon reduced, and Venus
expanded. “We also have a similar thing over here,
around Venus. It’s also only partly recorded, and again
our scout ship turned off, assumed destroyed.”
Beel nodded.
The staff member continued. “Sir, as there are
over four hundred defense satellites around Venus, it
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would seem more logical, that this planet is of greater
interest; to us.”
Beel and the captains and crew walked over, to
Venus. Its image grew bigger, in size. The planet now
was as tall as a man. Beel walked around it, looking at
it, watching it, as though seeking inspiration, as to
what this was all for.
Beel looked up. “I feel it too. This planet has
more to offer our mission.” He called out, “Earth,” and
the planet changed, to one of blue and green. He
looked at it. He wondered at some of the spots or
blemishes, which it seemed to sport.
“They are the remnants; of its cities, sir. Once it
was very heavily populated, with about thirty billion or
so, before the so-called resurrection. Those blemishes
are their cities. They are only a few hundred years old,
and now without human population. They will take
time, to recover.”
Beel nodded. He looked very closely, at one of the
blemishes. “I can almost see the buildings.” He looked
up. “Expand,” he called.
The image of Earth swelled, so it was bigger than
the room. Beel walked over, to the edge of the model.
He was standing by a city; partly obscured by cloud.
He looked closer and called out, “Expand.” It became
larger, and he called again. The picture had reached its
maximum size. The buildings and streets were now
visible, in a three dimensional hologram.
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Beel looked closer, and asked the technician to
somehow expand it more. It was hard to tell what was
there.
“Sir?” asked his second-officer.
“This rooftop,” said Beel. “Is that people, on top?
The other captains came in, closer. They
murmured amongst themselves. Some shrugged, but
the consensus was, that maybe; it was.
Beel looked up. “They aren’t meant, to be there.”
There was more agreement.
“Venus” called Beel. “Shrink scale.” Beel then
walked, around the model. “Here; is part of a
spaceship.” There are fifty satellites, just over this
region here, and the others have their orbits, centered
on the planet. Whatever is happening is centrally
located, on this part of Venus. That becomes our point
of interest, I think.”
The others concurred.
“Send a copy of the model, to Jilta. It must go to
the Boguard, and they will relay the information, to
Lorde Jaron. In the meantime, we need to decipher for
ourselves, what is going on, in that system. Play it,
again, but in motion,” said Beel.
Next, the planets begun to move, the machines in
orbit, started to turn. The resolution was far less, and
the details had gone, but the phenomenon, was of a
vibrant system, full of life. Beel was now especially
interested in Sequetus 3, and he watched the city, the
one, which he had blown up in size, before. This time,
he watched only the cities, and he could sense
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movement there. Then, he saw a streak from above,
and one of the satellites shot a white pencil, light down
in the city, and it went quiet and still. Beel looked up.
“Laser,” said a captain. “From a satellite. Killers.”
Beel nodded. “Yes, not friendly. How many are
there, like this, around the planet?”
“Twenty-six, sir,” answered a junior officer, from
one of the other ships. “None of those satellites are
around Venus.”
Beel looked at the man. “Hmm, valuable data.
What else do you see?”
“Assuming that these satellites are killers, they are
trying to repress the population, but only, to intimidate
it. They don’t want to war with it, but they want to
keep it still, stagnant and quiet. Venus and the moon,
they have other satellites, which seem to follow the
pattern of communication satellites. Now, this means
they don’t want the Earth, except perhaps for its
natural resources of air, and water. They seem to want
Venus, and it looks important. They also appear, to
want these three places, around the moon. The second
lunar presence is of interest as it is being mined, as
well.”
“Any heat signatures?” asked Beel.
Another officer came over. “Moon.” The moon
replaced Venus, to fill the room. “There are three large
sources of heat. These three, radiate heat, from the
lunar presence.”
Beel looked at the old Moonbase. Then, he could
just barely peer into several hollows, on the moon.
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“They’re mining something, from inside, and it’s being
hollowed out. These dumps appear very large.”
Ω

The fleet had left, two months ago. He wouldn’t
get a response from it, for another two months. It had
far to travel in the warp fields, before it reached its
destination, and any messenger craft would take
weeks, to return with any replies. Nevertheless, he had
a report, from Poltan Beel. This was the second report.
It was disturbing, as it wasn’t the planet he had left,
only decades before. Something was changing; in
Sequetus, and he had no idea what.
Jaron looked at the report, and then placed it next
to the one he had of Maluka. It too, was bizarre.
Ω

Pamela looked at Philip. “Do you think this will
work?” she asked.
“I’ve no idea,” responded Philip. “Here, pass this
information back to Richard, over there.”
They were on the one hundred and tenth floor of a
building in Manhattan, New York. The island offered an
excellent defense, against the other nations out there,
and the buildings were easily defended.
Philip and Pamela had a theory. They believed
there were similar like-nations, out there. Philip had
also discovered what he termed touch-talk. It was in
those old books, and it was a series of raised dots,
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imprinted into what was termed paper. It wasn’t the
patterned paper with horizontal black and colored
patterns, but a simpler, easier and more stable form of
communication. It was on some of the buildings, too.
He found it when he was inside, where it was dark. He
felt the walls, and the raised bumps, with his fingers;
so even if it was dark, the building could talk to him.
Philip had then gone to another building, where he
had found whole books of these. He had worked out
how to decipher them. It was strange he thought, why
people from back then, had communicated with each
other, with a non-visual form of communication. He
had a word for it and it was writing. He had worked
that out. Moreover, the word was writing, but he called
it touch-talking.
Philip found no other evidence of touch-talk, as he
called it. Perhaps it was because, of where he was, it
was so dark and non-visual, that people found it
necessary to communicate by touch-talk, as they
couldn’t see each other, for much of the time.
Well, now Philip had worked out how to touch-talk,
by making similar raised dots, on other surfaces. If
wasn’t easy, at first. Sometimes, people came to him,
from his nation with what were also called books.
However, these were usually the covers of something a
lot softer, which had turned to dust centuries earlier. It
seemed, that it was only touch-talk books, which had
stood the test of time.
Philip had really scratched his head, when he came
across a term in touch-talking, when it described what
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was a computer and electricity. He could never get his
head around what they were.
Pamela waved her flag symbol, across from her
building top, to the other buildings. The whole of
Manhattan was connected, from roof to rooftop, with
this defense system, so, if someone from the outside,
tried to cross the water, there would be an alert, which
would go across the island; fast.
Richard was seen waving the blue flag of his tribe,
to the next building, and so the message went on,
through the Manhattan nation.
Pamela was looking outwards and then up to the
sky, when all of a sudden, a piece of sky shot down at
her and exploded the flooring, which she had just
moved from. She screamed and ran for cover. The
concrete roof collapsed behind her. Philip wasn’t far
away. It was a phenomenon of their island, which in
the areas where there were once people. The touchtalking called them cities.
This, from above, was death. They couldn’t stay
visible for very long, and if they did, they could die.
This was also a blessing, from the gods, not just a
curse, because anyone trying to cross the river, to get
to them, was almost certainly going to die, as well.
Someone had told Philip, that in the land of the
trees, this didn’t happen. It was only here: in the
buildings. Some of their tribe said it was to keep
others away and a protection, for them. Philip wasn’t
so sure. It killed them, too. Maybe, it wanted all
people, away from this area, which was obviously once
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home, to thousands. Maybe, Philip reasoned, this was
still a home, and who belonged here, put the death
bringers in the sky, to protect their homes, for when
they returned. He could only guess.
Ω

Beel looked at his executives. “I see them, like
you do. There is a continual arrival and entry into the
system, of a series of ships, as if this system has some
kind of superhighway traversing it. It isn’t totally
normal, however.”
“Furthermore, sir,” added an executive, “The ships’
coming and leaving, are unrecognizable. They are not
Federation, Outer-World or far-Outer-World, in origin.
They are definitely warping in and out, though. The
signs are obvious.”
Beel watched one, using fast-forward, go through
the model, materialize and then it traveled to Earth. It
waited there, for three days, and then traversed, using
standard drives, to Venus, waited one more day, and
shimmered out. “We have seen a dozen, do this. Any
ideas, anyone?”
“Some appear to be blowing some kind of
atmospheric phenomenon, into the atmosphere of
Earth, and then leaving for Sequetus 2. Perhaps they
repeat the operation, there.”

Ψ
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CHAPTER 2

INVASION FLEET

The ships had begun to shimmer back, into the
physical universe.
“Dalum System, on the screen,” called the bridgeofficer, of the fleet-captain’s ship. Fifteen Man-o-Wars
began to appear, all around the Templar Jiltanian fleet.
The joint venture of the two fleets was proceeding
to plan. Its commanders had rehearsed it, often
enough. The Man-o-Wars we
re there under the guise of mercenary ships from
the far-Outer-Worlds, not as Boguard ships.
The Templar Fleet comprised of Cordukes, only.
There were no Temple Guards.
Already three other Man-o-Wars had entered
Palboan Space, and were heading to the target, with
three squads of Boguard Front crack assault personnel.
Amy looked over to Belkron Blu, a Corduke, who
she had allowed to join her, on a previous mission. He,
and Amy of Rambus, had one thing in common, and
that was they had both lost family, under the reign of
Brandon Mirak, who had in turn been, controlled by the
mysterious group, known as the Talkron.
Amy was Corduke, but also Boguard. She
reflected on the events of her past lifetime, the wars
she fought, her capture, the biotyne insects that had
once infected her, and what she did, to be free of them.
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Memories of Rambus welled up in her mind; her dead
parents, and what happened to her friend Anki, at the
hands of the psycho-surgeons. Her mind wandered
back in time, to when she grew up on Rambus, as a
teenager. It was an exciting world, and her parents
were good people, trying to make the most of the harsh
environment. They didn’t need to die, in the way that
they did. She wondered how many died like them, on
the many worlds back then. Millions, she wondered,
maybe billions? It was many, in the new worlds. Now,
she was approaching the province that their best
intelligence indicated was the nerve center of the
Talkron; the heart of where all decisions were made,
which caused all the dreadful events of her life.
Amy looked over and saw Belkron, watching. She
knew he couldn’t feel her thoughts, as he hadn’t
displayed that ability. However, she sometimes
wondered.
He smiled. “If we are successful, what plagues
you and I, will end. It will end. The cause of what sent
Brandon Mirac and his psychron cult into that crazy
destructive conquering, is almost before us. The cause
of what forged the Warp Drive Bank, conquering the
earlier CCP, thereby making the Federation by force, is
just ahead of us.”
They were still in Jiltanian Space. They were right
at the border, of the Palbo Sector. They were right at
the edge, of the Kantee Province.
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Amy looked at the screen data, on her desk. She
and Belkron had been studying it, for some time. In
fact, since they left Jilta.
“Here was where the Royals used to report back,
for regeneration. Kantee was the head planet in the
sector, though now it seems that it was second, to
Palbo. The Kantee province now had autonomous rule,
meaning it wasn’t subject to Palboan politics, or
governance. Its rule was self-rule, but under the
protection of Greater Palbo2,” explained Belkron.
Amy accepted this and reiterated more. “The
Royals were originally from the Outer World province,
of Talax, imported as a race for the task of Royal rule.
If it was the Talkron behind the Royals, which we found
in the basements in Aqualia3 on Palbo, it may be what
we also find replicated here, but on a bigger scale.”
Amy had suspected that larger scale might turn
out, to be an understatement.
Ω

The first of the Boguard Front had slipped down,
onto the planet. Their Man-o-War had quietly come in,

2

Definition: Greater Palbo: Another term for the Palboan Empire, or
Palboan Sector. Source: Searfinders Index pp. 4,893 ◄Return
3

Definition: Aqualia: The southernmost frozen continent of Palbo. See
the preceding book, in this book series. ◄Return
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assuming an almost zero detectable position and space
in time, in the physical universe4.
The head Man-o-War officer was Leader Valran.
Their mission was to locate the Kantee seats of power
of government. Find the opposition’s probable
defenses, and get off-planet, as soon as possible.

Approaching Kantee

There were three groups, and the squads would
rotate. One would go in, get data, leave, and then
debrief. Then, they would prepare to go back, to the
planet again. With three groups, there was a continual

4

Explanation: The Man-o-War can assume its own perceptible size and
position, because it is a life-force agreement of perception. It is the cause
of that perception, instead of the affect, be it big or small. ◄Return
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pouring in, of data. No squad was there long enough,
to have a high risk of exposure.
Kantee was a heavy water planet, with an eightyfive percent water surface.
Kantee itself only had twenty-five million
inhabitants listed. Their cities were all of less than a
million, the largest being Palum, with 850,000 people.
The others on the continent of Veco ranged in sizes,
from 100,000 such as Ringo, to Battel with 350,000.
The planet had seven small island continents, in large
oceans of water. The continental plates had floated to
the equatorial regions, millions of years ago. There
was also one continent, in the North Polar Region.
The Man-o-War had dropped down onto the
bottom of the Manar Ocean, at night. Slowly, it had
been threading its way submerged, along the Telco
Trench.
The first squad of Boguard Fronts was ready for
action, and anxious to get out, onto Kantee.
Ω

The Temple ships sent out many spy-scouts, into
Kantee space.
Belkron Blu and Amy were at the briefing. They
hadn’t yet crossed over into Kantee Space, which was
still actually Palboan Space. The Jiltanian ambassador
to Palbo was getting his briefing now, so he would be
ready to explain what was happening, in Kantee.
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Ω

The Temple ships edged closer to the Kantee –
Palboan demarcation line.
It was as usual a rainy wet day on Kantee, on the
continent of Veco. Kantee normally didn’t have
seasons, like other planets. It had no axis tilt, and its
rotation around the sun was almost uniform. Almost
every day was the same. The planet’s two moons
caused the only variance in weather. As the moons
closed in on their elliptical orbit, the rain often ceased,
around the opposite side of the planet. When these
two moons were in the same sky at the same time, it
was an omen, of good things to come.
Miranda looked at the sky. It was a clear day, and
she saw the two moons, reflected in the water. It
would be a good day for hunting, she thought. Her
island was up in the north, Danelko Island, and she
desperately needed to harvest the fruit she was
growing. She needed three days of constant fine
weather, which was rare on Kantee, but if that occurred
the trees would quickly ripen the heavily laden fruit.
However, until they ripened, they would be useless,
and could stay on the trees for the next six weeks and
not be edible. Still, today looked like an omen, for a
good harvest.
Ω
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“I can feel them, and I know many of you can,
also,” explained the Boguard Leader, to his own
people.” He looked around and saw agreement. It was
as if a mental fog was shrouding them. “I don’t know if
that mental heavy weight is aimed at us, just now, or if
this is normal, for this region. Nevertheless, we know
that it is thick and we can’t penetrate it. What that
means, is that we simply have to go along, with our
plans. We can’t expect any mental contact, with
outside. We have no way of knowing, if they are
tracking us, and we can’t track anyone; out there. It is
as if, here, our mental abilities have receded, and we
have none.”
His men and women, agreed with him. One of
them laughed that he was feeling very mortal, right
now. Another said not to laugh, as this was how most
of humanity experienced life, all the time. That thought
brought them back to the purpose of what they were
about to do, and why they had volunteered.
Ω

Gralgol Maximons was the most senior Talkron, on
the planet Kantee. He had headed the planet’s
operations, for well over eight hundred years. He had
his Planetary Council5 with him, at Kantee PC. The
walls were white and austere, as were most Talkron
5

Definition: Planetary Council: The body of Talkron that represented their
kind on any of the planets, which they were part of. There was no size
stipulation, of the group. Source: Talkron Ways p. 342. ◄Return
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bases. There were less Talkron here, than the Boguard
had predicted. The Talkron knew they’d been found.
Gralgol felt it, several months back. The edges of
the future agreement of time were blurring again, and
the future they had mapped out for themselves, was
becoming less certain. They had tried to keep the
planet a mystery, keep it uninteresting, and out from
the attention, of the rest of the Federation. Somehow,
Kantee had become important, to someone. Some
woman was involved, and they couldn’t penetrate her
mind.
Gralgol lamented at the decision, eight hundred
years ago, before he was in charge. It was then, that
their own orders came through, to repeal the
monarchy, of the Federation. Gralgol argued that the
monarchy had a purpose, and that it enabled them, to
control the planets, and control what people did.
However, it was argued against him, by more senior
members of the Talkron, that the monarchy was an
unnecessary ineptitude. Therefore, the Talkron
withdrew the monarchy program. So here they were,
now, without control into the governments, which once
they so easily commanded. It was so easy to control
the thoughts of one person, a monarch. However, to
control the thoughts of a democracy, took a lot more
constant masterful ability, than they seemed to have.
He wondered, if it could be done, at all.
Gralgol recalled arguing about that, back then,
when they had control of most of the sectors, through
their monarchs, and it was only through the actions of
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the Boguard, that Jilta had pulled away from their
control. In addition, if they could track down the
whereabouts of the Boguard, they could swing the
events, totally in their favor. However, no, people
within the Talkron had rights, to their own views, and
to express them. Rights, he thought. Now look at the
mess, which they were in. He found it hard, to see any
future for them on the current time track, which they
were on.
He looked at the screens above. It showed their
enemies, now at their doorstep. He wondered if they
would get out of this.
“Gralgol,” rumbled the group, “This isn’t the time
to wander down the past. Leave that to personnel
more senior. I’m sure they are remapping history now,
from that past. Our job is to contain and minimize the
effects, of what is happening; now.”
Gralgol received their thoughts. He knew they
were right. Others would now be working out how to
remap the past, through a different thread of
experiences. He shrugged, as maybe he was already
on the way, to being in a different time track, in a
different part of the universe. Maybe someone was
remapping it, this moment. He often wondered if that
had already happened.
Ω
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The Kantee fleet was ready. They had enough
ships, to defeat the Templar fleet. The Talkron kept
telling themselves, that they were more than ready.

An inspirational photograph of space
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Amy and Belkron Blu looked at each other
knowingly; as they saw, the screens shimmer and the
blackness of space take on the all familiar vague dull
purple, of warp drive space.
There, in the comfort of warp fields they both felt
safe. It was the real physical universe, where they
seemed to come constantly close, to dying.

Ψ
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CHAPTER 3

PALBO

While Tubin was not a government official of Palbo, he
was very influential. The same was true, of his sister,
Akeala. Yet, though they were dubbed the Royalty of
Palbo, it didn’t mean that they had free reign, over the
planet or its space.

Palbo City Centrum

Tubin had recently been to Jilta, where he had
been informed that there was a fleet amassing to
invade Kantee, for once and for all, to put an end to the
Talkron influence in the Galaxy. Tubin knew that it had
to happen. He just didn’t know how to go about getting
Palboan approval, for what constitutionally, could be
interpreted as an act of war.
He now sat in front of the media, answering their
questions on Palbo, about this act of war, as they called
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it. Tubin had no doubt that there were still Talkron
operatives amongst them, and by listening and
monitoring the media, it was possible to search them
out. However, that was after damage control, and right
now, they had damaged the Temple cause. The
headlines read: JILTA SETTING TO ATTACK PALBOAN
SPACE, AGAIN.
People were upset and yes, their memories were
short.
“Fellow Palboans. Yes, I have known of this, for
some time. There is indeed a terror conspiracy against
the republic of Palbo, and it comes from Kantee, the
seat of the Talkron. While we thwarted the Talkron and
their influence on Palbo, they still influence us, in the
way we think. They are blood-suckers amongst our
society, and until we sever the veins upon which they
suck, they will always be amongst us, driving forward
their schemes of takeover, war and conquest.”
Tubin was fairly masterful at public speaking, and
he loved a crowd. “I know what is happening won’t be
agreed to, by all, but it has to be done. What I went
through, and what my sister went through; it cannot be
experienced again, and again. This Talkron terror has
to end. What we have experienced on Palbo, others
have too. Those people on other planets out there,
also see and want the same, as the people on Palbo.
They want this Talkronic tyranny, to end.”
Tubin knew that he had their attention. “I was
given an ultimatum, either clean up our own area, or it
would be done, for us. Unfortunately, we don’t know
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who, amongst us, is with us, and who is not. Our
compromised fleet needs rebuilding. The fiasco in the
far-Outer-World of Sandrist; is fair evidence of that.
We don’t even have a real fleet. So the best we can do
is suffer the humility, indignation, and embarrassment
of other sectors taking responsibility, for what we
should have done, a long time ago.”
Tubin looked squarely at all those present. “Now,
here is the bad news. We have almost no space fleet.
The Jiltanians are right now, supporting the process of
annexing the province, of Kantee. However, it is the
Temple, which is going to police Kantee, and make it
their own. We may, or may not, be able to believe
them, but they say they intend to make Kantee an OutWorld of Palbo, freer from our control. That is, similar
to the Out-Worlds of Jilta. Kantee already has
autonomous rule, even if it is small in population. We
don’t have much choice. They will run it this way, for a
decade. If it is free from Talkron influence, by the end
of that decade, it will return to Palbo, but with its
autonomous government intact. That, my friends, is
the best I can work it. The treaty, ratified last night, by
our own government, with the Jiltanian Templars, is to
this affect. The truth is that the Kantee province was
never under the control of Palbo, and now, with the
help of others, it soon will be. It has been under
Talkron control since before the Federation. That will
now cease.”
For the next hour, Tubin bandied questions, like a
full professional diplomat. He was adamant that this
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was the right course. It was the only course. In
addition, it freed Palbo finally from the yoke, which the
Talkron had saddled on Palbo and the old Federation.
“The actual tactical movement will be that the
Jiltanian fleet will stand off, from Kantee Space. It will
be the Templar United Fleet, which is going into
Kantee. That protects our sovereign space of Kantee.
That Templar fleet has Palboan generals, captains and
commanders, aboard, in command. It also has ships
on loan, from Palbo and other Templar worlds.
Granted, most of our ships are back-up supply ships.
The point is, however, that we are there, as part of this
united Templar operation, to free our sector.”
Tubin looked masterful. “No, the Jiltanians have
no authority to engage any Talkron or Kantee fleet,
unless a Kantee ship crosses into Jiltanian space.
Nevertheless, let me make this clear. If the Talkron
cross the border in any way, the Jiltanians will construe
that as an act of war on them, and will respond against
such ships. However, this isn’t expected to happen.”
On so it went, with public opinion beginning to
back, the invasion of Kantee.
Ω

Akeala participated in the continued hunt for
Talkron, in Palbo. As some of the media did come out
against Tubin, Talkron agents were exposed, and
detained. However, Tubin knew that the real answer to
the Talkron problem, was the successful invasion of
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Kantee, and in the meantime in Palbo, Tubin would deal
with attacks in the media, over the police action of
Kantee, as it was now beginning to be called.
As part of his counter media campaign, Tubin saw
Palboan troopers, regiments and any who were going to
assist, in Kantee. He would visit these troops, with
media in tow, before they left Palbo, for action in
Kantee.

Ψ
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SAMPLE
GLOSSARY, DEFINITIONS, HISTORICAL NOTES
AND BACKGROUND DATA
Editorial note: When the term Terrestrial appears beside a word or term, of
historical note, this means that it is a terrestrial word, from Sequetus 3 –
Earth – and the definition is a terrestrial definition, or historical note. It isn’t
a fictional term or definition.
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Aaron: Original name of the race on Yaltipia, otherwise known as
Boguard outside the Pleiades, and the Galaxy. On Yaltipia the
original race was called the Aaron. Technically anyone can evolve to
become a Boguard through their training programs and can join and
become Boguard. However, to be Aaron, one needs to be born on
Yaltipia within the Aaron race. Templar miniseries
Aaron Library: An underground library of 17 levels, that measure
about a k wide in each direction. In Earth terms, it covers 17 square
kilometers of library floor space. Templar miniseries
Ablam: Commercial center, 100 Ks west of Jilta PC. Population one
million, its product is government service. Juggernaut miniseries
Academia: 1. A college of high learning, tertiary education, offering
doctorates. 2. (Plural – academias) The institutions of the highest
places of learning in the Federation. Source, Jiltanian after the
gardener Academos who used to tend the gods in by making their
gardens a paradise. New-Earth miniseries
Acran: Pleiadian for what translates into Devout Coordinator for On
Planet Operations. This began in Sequetus 3. Acran Anderson was the
first of many Acrans to follow. New-Earth miniseries
Acron Field: This is one of several kinds of fields that hold free-air
inside military craft. The Acron Field is generated around a ship and
prevents the free-air from leaving, while permitting large sold objects
to enter and leave the ship. This effect is achieved by a magnetic
force that is held as a ridge at the perimeter. The magnetic force is
strongest nearest the center of the source of the field. Through
unifying fields gravitational, electrical and so on, the magnetic fields
can be made denser, further out from specified epicenters. They then
prevent free-air molecules passing; while at the same time allow more
solid masses and objects to pass. Named after its inventor, Luis
Acron of Tilk. New-Earth miniseries
Afterburners: When dumping fuel out through the exhaust system,
and igniting it within the system, the continual explosion of such
afterburning adds speed to the craft. New-Earth miniseries
Aftersun: 1. When a ship has a permanent station orbiting a planet,
the period when the ship goes into the shadow of the planet is called
aftersun. 2. It simulates night. 3. The shifts aboard Federation military
craft are divided into two per Standard Day. The first is called Foresun
while the later Aftersun. There is no night aboard military craft. NewEarth miniseries

Agelay: Pronounced a-ja-lei. The capital city, of the southern
continent of Kanut of Palbo. Population 12 million. Juggernaut Series
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Agent: 1. Two levels below independent. Starting at the top is:
Independent, Junior Independent, Agent, and Agent Junior Grade.
New-Earth miniseries

Akeala: 1. See Albine below. Same person. Daughter of Jaron and
Anki. Templar Series. 2. She becomes a central figure in the freeing
of Earth and the Federation from the effects of the Talkron. She has
many of her father’s properties. Earth Syndrome miniseries.
Albine: Daughter of Jaron and Anki. She is the granddaughter, of
the Master Templar. Her grandmother was a long-lifer, but died
before she was born. She changed her name to Akeala, upon the
advice of her protector, to avoid being killed, like her two brothers.
Juggernaut miniseries

Alfrash: The planet that was first colonized by the
Pleiadians. It has 1.04 Standard Gravity, was lush with
forests, had deserts, ice poles, temperate and tropical rain
forests. A super solar flare, itself a series of 12 flares, took
out the colony over a sixty-year period. There were enough
suspicious circumstances, to indicate that the flare(s) may
not have been completely natural. Over ninety percent died,
during those sixty years. The planet was abandoned, and at
vast effort, it was engineered, to remove all evidence of
previous occupation. New-Earth miniseries
Algamm Grass: Found on the edge of deserts, around
Sandrist. It is high in B vitamins and sought after, as a
natural product, harvested and exported. It is said that a
short-lifer could become a long-lifer, by eating Algamm
grass from birth with every meal. This was never tested.
Juggernaut miniseries

Algon Sea: The nearest sea to Jilta PPC, measuring 765 Ks
across, at the widest point. New-Earth miniseries
Allied Council of Free Sectors: The name given to the
first authority controlling the new Federation Alliance. It
came from the remnants of the Federation after the Battle of
Sequetus 3, and consisted of the military heads of all the
known sectors, including Farsen, which was restored. It was
the forerunner to The New Federation. New-Earth miniseries
Alliance, Federation: An alternative name for the
Federation, after the Battle of Sequetus 3. New-Earth
miniseries

Allied Council of Jilta: 1. After the atomic war on Jilta the
planet set up a temporary government called the Allied
Council of Jilta. 2. After all the Royals had left their
Federation planets; the planets no longer had their
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autocratic control. There were members of the Federation
military, as well as government, who tried to seize control of
their own cities, countries and continents. Some seized
atomic weapons. In the Federation, wars were starting to
break out. On Jilta this culminated in an atomic war
between three factions. After three years, and with almost
all of Jilta PC and its sister cities completely wasted, the war
ended. The government that took over was named the
Allied Council of Jilta. This should not have happened and
for several years after the Battle of Sequetus 3, Torren
traveled to Jilta trying to stop the wars and the fighting. He
was unsuccessful, and it continued to the almost total
destruction of the former prosperous cities of Jilta. As the
other planets became embroiled in similar wars Torren found
he was just as ineffective, so he concentrated his efforts on
Earth, and hoped that when he found who was behind what
was happening on Earth, it would lead to the same solution
for the rest of the Santonia Galaxy. New-Earth miniseries
Allied Imperial Federation: A fuller term for Federation
Alliance. Allied Imperial Federation Forces. AIF, or AIFF all
mean the same thing. New-Earth miniseries
Alson: 1. A suburb in Jilta PC. 2. Alson, Academia, most
prestigious tertiary Academia in all of Jilta. It teaches most
degree doctorate courses and has forty five thousand
students enrolled per year including full time, part time and
by correspondence. New-Earth miniseries
Amanda: The name taken and accepted by a Boguard Mano-War, born BS 1013. Ceremony with Captain Bigow of
Yaltipia, BS 1014. Crucial in the police action in Kantee
against the Talkron. Juggernaut Series
Amy: The teenage daughter of a family of settlers on
Rambus. She used to dream of finding out what was outside
of Rambus. She became strong friends with Anki of Jilta.
She was stranded off from Rambus after the planet was
raided by pirates, and they killed her family and friends. On
returning to her home planet and experiencing the death of
all she loved, and almost dying herself, she swore an oath
that she was even the score. She was central in removing
the pirates from Sleebo, and bringing down Brandon Mirac of
Palbo. She earned the nick name, Goddess of War
incarnate. Templar miniseries
Aneel, FAS Destroyer: The Aneel went through the portal
with the Expeditionary task force BS 10, and never returned.
Presumed destroyed. New-Earth miniseries
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Anki: The teenage daughter of the master Templar of Jilta.
Was shipwrecked on Rambus and saved by settlers there.
She attended Academia Alson of Jilta. For former past lives
of Anki see Anqi Storm and Vicra Starn, both separate lives at
different times, but the same person. Templar miniseries. The
woman, years later, who is the mother of Akeala, and Tubin,
and married to Jaron. Anki’s mother was a long-lifer, Karine
Malor - married to the Master Templar, a Cordello at the
time, and died two years after Anki was born. Juggernaut
miniseries.

Anqi Storm: 1. Malukan trooper, former resident of
Sleebo. 2. Important in saving Sequetus 3. Daughter of
Nobus Mas and Reqel Subar of Taronga PPC. Educated in
biophysics in Anst Academia at Taronga, joined the Malukan
Guards shortly after graduation. New-Earth miniseries
Antithesis: (Terrestrial) A direct contrast, or opposition, of
person, action or idea. Juggernaut miniseries
Aquel: A local length measure of stride, from the planet
Aqeliam. New-Earth miniseries
Arenic Alps, Jilta: On the continent of Algorico, the Alps
run through the center and are on the opposite side of the
planet to Jilta PC. New-Earth miniseries
Arganate; A plentiful translucent pale misty green nonprecious stone, which is found on Jilta. The major quarries are
found in the northern hemisphere. The stone's properties are
limestone based and calcium derived. Juggernaut miniseries
Arlon, Doctrains: Head of household staff of Residence of
Jilta. Employer Goren Torren. Has a degree in Business
Management from Academia Alson, Jilta. He moved with
Goren Torren to Earth, and survived the Battle of Sequetus
3. On Earth he headed the Home of Goren Torren. He
showed flair and became active with Boguard Letone in
external affairs. He vanished after the FBI assault on Home,
along with other Household Staff. Later he was found and
did his part to bring about Intervention. After intervention
he became a national USA celebrity on terrestrial television,
made eleven movies, and married another member of his
household. He returned to Jilta three times but remained as
a resident of Earth. He had two long-life children. He died
498 BS a full supporter of the Temple movement. He was
deemed a Minor Temple of Sequetus 3. See the definition of
Temple. New-Earth miniseries
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Armsman: Federation for Master at Arms, MAA. His prime
purpose is to keep order, on a ship. New-Earth miniseries
Arrival Day: The day of arrival of the First Fleet and its
pioneers, to a new world, sponsored by the Templar
movement, the anniversary of is celebrated as the Arrival
Day each year. Templar miniseries
Ataran: City of Ataran, which housed the Boulan, the ruling
class of the Aaron. Ataran had 110,000 people and was one
of the oldest and biggest Aaron cities in Yaltipia. It was
hydro powered by the cross currents of water flowing
through the planet's crust. The city is at least 15 thousand
years old. Templar miniseries
Auto-Credit: Similar to a credit card but instead of the
credit being held at a bank, it is held at one’s place of
employment. Juggernaut miniseries
Auto-fecha: From auto-fetcher, (also a-fechaTM) an
automatic computerized library vehicle device, which that
when enabled with the correct code, leaves the study table,
and brings the volume from the storage shelves, back to the
intended user. They are the size of a shoebox, available in
many modern libraries, in different models, colours and from
many manufacturers. They were first developed on planet
Peel. Juggernaut Series
Automatic beam: Simply means that weapons lock on
target automatically and are fired by computer programs.
The advantage is that they are not only accurate, but will
continue well after the crew manning them is dead or
incapacitated. New-Earth miniseries
Bacterol-bandages TM: Bandages with anti bacterial
impregnated layers, which bring about fast healing. Made
by Medicol Corp Inc. Jilta. Templar miniseries
Bailock: The name given to Jaron on Tors, by the local
native, Garnow. The term became Jaron’s name there. It
was local dialect for fast-god, due to the speed, which he
descended from the sky. Juggernaut miniseries
Balgoss, Eroni: Base Commander of the Palboan
outstation on Sleebo, pirate station. Aged 234 when killed in
the fight for Mount Drapper. Templar miniseries
Ballard: Colloquial term for the rear end, of the native
beast of burden of Jilta, a Kull. Source: Searfinders Index P
287. Used on many planets in the galaxy. 2. A peta45 | P a g e

ballard means the prime part of the rear end of a kul,
sometimes eaten. Templar miniseries
Baling: 1. The martial art of fighting with a two pac long
thick stick made from the dense wood of the Baling tree of
the Nalpan province. 2. The name of a tree from Nalpan
province. Their folklore says that this tree was intelligent
and the chief god over Nalpan would come to think and get
his best ideas whilst sitting under a Baling tree. 3. It is said
that a Baling stick has a mind of its own and after meditating
with the stick, the stick and the fighter think as one, during
a fight, in order to overcome a more powerful enemy. NewEarth miniseries

Bank: See The Imperial Federation Warp Drive Bank.
Home planet Palbo. New-Earth miniseries
Banquast: A city of 60,000 on Yaltipia, made up of the
warrior class of the Aaron. There were twenty-three warrior
cities, of similar sizes. The city occupies six interconnected
canyons. Templar miniseries
Barnell: The Boguard leader running the Boguard operation
on Jilta, in 1,043 BS. Juggernaut miniseries
Battle Bar: 1. The saloon aboard a cruiser or destroyer,
where alcohol can be served. 2. The name of the flight bar,
on the FSS Nebulus. New-Earth miniseries
Battle of Sequetus 3. The: The Battle of Sequetus 3 is
the official title for the battle between the Hymondian and
Malukan forces, in the Sequetus Series, in 1990 local time.
New-Earth miniseries

Battlemaster: The Malukan equivalent of a marshal and
commander of a fleet, or armada. New-Earth miniseries
Battleroom: A temporary make shift war room, CIC –
Combat Information Center – inside the palace. It is 50 by
80 pacs, with seventy staff, troopers or Boguard. New-Earth
miniseries

Battle of Six Worlds: A temporary make shift war room,
CIC – Combat Information Center – inside the palace. It is
50 by 80 pacs, with seventy staff, troopers or Boguard.
New-Earth miniseries

Bauxite: (Terrestrial) The rock that is mined, which when
treated, is converted to aluminum. Templar miniseries
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Bearing Harvest: A two week period on Sleebo, when it is
close to the sun and crops can be harvested. The whole of
Sleebo get busy, harvesting the year’s crops, during this one
two week period. Templar miniseries
Beel, Polton: Adventurer and freedom fighter from the farOuter-Worlds. A short-lifer, aged 42 at the writing of Book
12 of the epic series. Juggernaut miniseries
Beeton: See Blu below. Juggernaut miniseries.
Belkron Blu: Corduke assumed name (real name Beeton
Blu) of an operant working on the Palboan Sector. Trained
in struck fighting in the out worlds of Jilta. He teamed up,
with Amy of Rambus. Juggernaut Series
Beran Sea: A sea in southern Palbo. The deepest part is
1,300 pacs. Juggernaut miniseries.
Bigow, Captain: Yaltipian (Boguard) captain, of the Man-oWar, Amanda. Born BS 789. He headed the mission onto
Kantee (police action) to rescue the captured life-force
Royals. Juggernaut miniseries.
Bilkars Profood: A Jiltanian protein bar, made and found,
only on Jilta. Juggernaut miniseries
Biobots: The surgical automated worms that are used to
inspect, stitch and repair tissue during an operation. Biobots
-4
generally are 10 pacs in diameter. New-Earth Series
Biotynes: The small insects bred and let loose onto a
planet, that destroy human and mammal life by the pirates.
The Warp Drive Bank sponsored the breeding and release of
the insects themselves. Templar miniseries
Blackheart: Pleiadian term, for meaning a person who lives
against the better good of the community and self. A law
breaker, a breaker of moral and ethical codes of behavior.
One who creates turmoil, and one who does more harm than
good around him. See also Clean Heart. New-Earth
miniseries

Bloat: A space life boat. Usually, 5 x 9 pacs in size and
taking up to twelve passengers. Typically there was a
minimum provision of one bloat per 25 crew, and one bloat
for every 20 passengers. Juggernaut miniseries
Bloodwood, Jiltanian: A tree measuring up to 390 pacs
tall, found in the temperate regions of Jilta. Its wood is a
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rich red, dense and sought after for making furniture on
Jilta. Today the trees are numbered and protected. Each
tree is plotted on a map. They can live to seven thousand
standard years. There is an entire industry on Jilta
dedicated to protecting these trees. They are the source of
much of early Jiltanian folk lore. Each tree has resident
within it hundreds and thousands of other species. Its
aroma is known to keep away parasites and plagues. NewEarth miniseries

Bluster: See Microwave bluster. New-Earth miniseries
Boguard: 1. Guard at the palace to protect of Lorde
Hymondy III. 2. Race of bodyguard for the protection of
Lorde Hymondy III. Their inception into the Federation
region was about 550 standard years after Federation
conquest. Origin of race unknown. Life expectancy
indefinite. Run along military lines. Source of instruction:
Lorde Hymondy III. They are known to speak many
languages, are trained in martial arts, physics. No command
links with IFFCo. Being a race the word Boguard is
capitalized. New-Earth miniseries
Boguard Front: The assault corps of Boguard. They can
be anything from 500 to 500 strong depending on the
objective. The Boguard Captain Felice Karo made them
famous when she defeated Palbo 1,000 years before. At
that time there were up to twenty thousand Boguard Front
that hit the planet in one strike, carefully coordinated, taking
out all communications systems in one unified moment.
Templar miniseries

Boguard rank: The following is the Boguard field rank from
highest to lowest:
Captain
Guard Instructor
Instructor
Leader
Boguard
Boguard Novice (student) New-Earth miniseries
Boll, Pabs, Lieutenant: The on-planet fleet representative
during the Palboan raids of the far-Outer-Worlds. Graduated
Merida Academy, Palbo CC. Juggernaut Series
Bonding: 1. The official legal recognition that a male and
female couple, had decided to cohabitate, as a single group,
with the purpose of furthering the species through the
production of children. The average BOND would last 36
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years, with three offspring. Often re-bonding would occur
later in life. 2. The ceremony accompanying the
commitment, of between a Boguard Captain and his new
Man-o-War. The bond is a lifetime agreement. Juggernaut
miniseries

Boulan: The Boulan number exactly 500. They reside in a
small section of Ataran, of a square K in area. They are the
ruling elite, of the Aaron and Boguard. Templar miniseries
Bridge briefing: 1. Bridge briefings are where missions
are presented and discussed in a formal manner. They are
recorded for future reference. Discussions of missions are
not permitted outside of such briefings. All crew attend. 2.
They are called bridge briefings, not because they happen on
the bridge, because in larger craft they do not, as the bridge
can be too small for all crew. Only senior personnel present
the bridge briefing usually from the bridge. New-Earth
miniseries

Brijet, Captain: Female senior Boguard officer captaining
the expeditionary forces fleet taking Captain Jaron to his
objective mission. She was 283 years old at this time. It
was her first command as an entire fleet command. Templar
miniseries

Broadmatter Theory: Broadmatter is that matter that is
so small that current instruments cannot read it, but it acts
similar to a sea supporting molecular-matter that floats
within it. It transmits heat and ALL energy and in this way is
very different from the concept of dark matter. Broadmatter
makes up the bulk of the universe mass, and is the reason
why the universe is expanding at an accelerated rate.
Broadmatter ties in with space and time and without
broadmatter there would be no space, no gravity and
presumably no time. Without it all other matter would
collectively condense. See Broadmatter theory Addendum at
the end of Book Seven for more details. New-Earth miniseries
BS: 1. This indicates how many years since the Battle of
Sequetus 3. 1038 BS means 1,038 Standard Years since the
Battle of Sequetus 3. 2. A dating system, adopted through
the galaxy since the Battle for Sequetus 3. New-Earth
miniseries

Caff: The place, where non-intoxicating beverages are
served, aboard a vessel. New-Earth miniseries
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We hope you enjoyed reading this sample of the
Sequetus Series. We hope it has you interested enough to
continue with the full purchase back at the site where you
downloaded this sample from.

ψ
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